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When a group of automorphisms acts on a given group, a geometric 
structure is induced on the set of orbits. In particular, the projective space of 
a vector space can be viewed as a geometry of orbits. Such a geometry of 
orbits can be studied abstractly as a hypergroup, a multigroup or a Pasch 
geometry. Our approach will be the latter. A classical theorem in projective 
geometry states that certain abstract projective spaces are represented as 
orbits of vector spaces. The purpose of this paper is to generalize the so- 
called fundamental theorem of projective geometry and show that certain 
(what we have called elementary Abelian) Pasch geometries can be 
represented as orbits of Abelian groups. 
The concept of a Pasch geometry can be found in [ 3 ] or [ 2 1. For 
convinience we give a brief discussion here. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
DEFINITION 1.1. By a Pasch geometry we mean a triple (A, e, AA), where 
A is a set, e E A and A = A,,, G A x A X A satisfying the following axioms: 
(I) Va E A, 3 a unique b E A with (a, b, e) E A. b is denoted by a#. 
(II) e# = e and (a#)#= a Va EA. 
(III) (a, b, c) E A implies (b, c, a) E A. 
(IV (Q,, a,, u3), (a,, u4, Us) E A imply there exists a6 E A such that 
(a,, a:, a,), (a,, us, UT) E A. 
As consequences of the above we obtain: 
(i) (a, b, c) E A implies (c#, b#, a#) E A. 
(ii) a, b E A implies there exists c E A such that (a, b, c) E A. 
Throughout this paper geometry will mean a Pasch geometry. The geometry 
A is called sharp if (a, b, c), (a, b, d) E A 3 c = d. In this case if we let ab = 
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c# o (a, b, c) E A, then A becomes a group and conversely a group is 
naturally a sharp geometry. Also a geometry is called Abelian if (a, b, c) E 
A =s (b, a, c) E A. 
If A is a geometry and S s A, then S is called a subgeometry if e E S and 
(s,,sz,x)EAA, s,, s,ES*xES. If A,=A,n(SxSXS), then it is 
easily checked that (S, e, A,) is a geometry. Also easily shown is 
LEMMA 1.1. Let A be an Abelian geometry. Then (x, , s, , t,), (x2, s2, tz), 
(xl,x2,x3) E A * 3s,, t, EA such that (sl, szr s3), (tl, t,, tz>, (sir &,x3) E A. 
Now let A be a geometry and K be a group. If K acts on A, then the 
geometry of orbits A/K is obtained (see [3], Proposition 1.61). In particular, 
if A = G is .sharp (i.e., a group) and K is a group of automorphisms of G, 
then the set of orbits G/K is a geometry. Hence if V is a vector space over a 
“skewfield” F, F* = F - {O), the geometry of orbits V/F* gives exactly the 
projective space of V in the sense that if P, = F”v, U {O), P, = F*v, U {0}, 
P, = F*v, U {0} are three distinct one-dimensional subspaces of V and hence 
distinct points of the corresponding projective space, then P,, P,, P, are 
collinear if and only if (F*vl, F*v2, F*v,) E A in the geometry of orbits 
(which, of course, means a,v, + a,~, + a,u, = 0 for some a,, a*, a, E F*). 
In fact any abstract projective space can be made into a geometry as follows 
(see [3]). Let P be the set of points of a projective space. Let e be an element 
not in P. Let A = P U {e}. Let A = {(a, b, c): a, b, c are distinct points of P 
and are collinear } U {(a, a, e), (e, a, a), (a, e, a) : a E A } U ((a, a, a) : a E P 
and each line has more than three points}. Clearly the last set in the union is 
empty if each line has only three points. (In [3], this option is ruled out). 
Then it is easily checked that (A, e, A) is an Abelian geometry. To charac- 
terize geometries which give projective spaces we make 
DEFINITION 1.2. A geometry (A, e, A) is called projective if a#= a 
VaEA and (a,a,b)EA=>b=a or b=e. 
Let A be such. Let A*=A-{e}. For a, bEA*, let [a,b]={c:cEA* 
and (a, b, c) E A}U {a, b}. Call [a, b] the line determined by a and b. If 
there exists a point d not on [a, b], then with this relation, it is easy to check 
that it gives a projective space. If we include the degenerate projective spaces 
(i.e., projective points and lines) in the class of projective spaces (see [4]), 
then every geometry which is projective is naturally a projective space and 
conversely. 
Finally, a geometry homomorphism is a map f: A + B such that f(e,) = 
e,, (a, b, c) E A, * (f(a),f(b),f(c)) E A, and (f@),f(b), 4 E A, 3 3~ E A 
with (a, b, c) E A, and f(c) =x. A bijective homomorphism is an 
isomorphism. In fact a bijective map f is an isomorphism if and only if 
(a, b, c) E A, o df(a),f(b),f(c)) E A,. For example, if f: P, --t P, is a 
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geometry isomorphism between the geometries P,, P, which are projective, 
then f is naturally an isomorphism of the corresponding projective spaces 
and so a collineation if P, = P,. 
2. ELEMENTARY ABELIAN GEOMETRY AND THE REPRESENTATION 
Let (A, 0, d) be an Abelian geometry. For S GA, let (S) denote the 
smallest subgeometry containing S. If S,, S, are subgeometries of A, then it 
is easily seen that (S, U S,) = (x : ( x, s, , s2) E A, s, E S,, sz E S,}. We call 
the Abelian geometry A elementary if Vu E A * the subgeometry (a) is 
simple in the sense that whenever S is a subgeometry of A and (0) # S G (a}, 
then S = (a). Thus 0 # b E (a) 3 (b) = (a). Clearly an Abelian group is 
elementary as a geometry if and only if it is an elementary Abelian p-group. 
Also if A is projective, then A is Abelian and (a) = (a, 01, so A is 
elementary Abelian. In the following A stands for an elementary Abelian 
geometry. For such an A, let P(A) = {(a) : a EA). Let A,(,, = (((a,), (a,), 
(Us)) : 3c, E (a,) with (ci) = (ui) and (c,, c2, cJ) E A,,, }. It is clear that ((a,), 
(%>, (4)) EA z- (4) s (a23 4. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose a,, a,, u3 EA such that ((a,), (a,), (u3)) EA. 
Then there exist b,, 6, E A such that (a,, b,, b, E A, (b,) = (a,) and (b3) = 
(u3). Moreover, (u2) # (q) =s- b,, 6, are unique. 
Proof: By definition ((a,), (a,), (u3)) E A 3 3ci E (a,), such that (ci) = 
(ai) and (cl, ~2, ~3) E A,. If a, = 0, then c, = 0 and we may take b, = c2 and 
b, = c3. Also if u2 = 0, then (c,) c (c,, 0) = (c,), so take b, = 0 and b, = a?. 
Similarly for u3 = 0. So suppose ui f 0 Vi = 1,2,3. Since (a,) = (c,) C 
cc23 c3> = ((4” (cd>, so 34 E (4 d, E (Cj) with (u,,d,,d,)EA. If 
d, # 0, d, # 0, then take b, = d, and b, = d,. Since a, # 0, either d, f 0 or 
d, # 0. We may assume d, # 0, d, = 0. Then (ai) = (d,) = (c,) = (c2). Since 
0 # c3 E (c,), hence (c3) = (c,). Let b E A such that (a,, c,, b) E A. If b = 0, 
c, = UT so (at, c2, c~) E A and we can take b, = cr and b, = cf. Also if b # 0, 
(b) = (ci) = (c3), so take b, = c,, b, = b. Thus in every case we get 
(a,, b,, b3) E A with (b,) = (a,) and (b,) = (Us). Now for uniqueness, 
suppose (u2) # (Us) so that (u,)n (u3) = (0). Let also (a,, b;, b;) E A, 
(b;) = (a,), and (b;) = (u3). Then (a,, b,, b3), (a,, b;, bj) E A G- 3c E A 
with (c, b;#, b,), (c, bj, b3) E A. So c E (b2) n (b3) = (a*) n (a3) = {O}. Thus 
c=O and b,=b; and b,=b;. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (P(A), (0), A,(,,) is a geometry. Moreooer, if is 
projective. 
Proof: For u EA, let (a)#= (a#) = (a). Suppose ((a,), (a,), (0)) EA. 
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Then 3b, E (u2) with (a,, b,, 0) E A, (b,) = (az). But then 6, = a?, so (a*) = 
(4’? = (al>. Also, ((q), (a,), (4) E A * ((a,), ((q), (a,)) E A is clear. So 
for axiom (IV), let ((a), (a,), (a,)), ((a), (a,), (Us)) E A. Then by Lemma 
2.1, (a, b,, b2), (a, b,, b4) E A with (bt) = (a,), i = 1,2,3,4. So 3b E A with 
(b, b?, b,), (by b,, br) E A. Hence C(b), (a,), (a,)), t(b), (a,), (4) EA. 
Hence P(A) is a geometry. To show it is projective, since (a)#= (a), 
suppose ((a), (a), (al)) E A. Then (al) G (a, a) = (a), so either (a,) = (0) 
or (al) = (a). Hence P(A) is projective. 
We thus have a projective space P(A) in which points are the 
subgeometries (a) of A generated by a single element a E A, a # 0. Let u, 
b E A, a # 0, b # 0 such that (a) # (b). If ((a), (b), (c)) E A, then (a) G 
C(b) ” Cc)> = (bv c> and so the subgeometry (b, c) determines the line 
((b),(c)) of the projective space P(A). In fact, if S is a subgeometry of A 
and S = {(x) :x E S), then S is a subgeometry of P(A) and conversely. 
Hence the association S + S is an isomorphism of lattices of subgeometries 
of A and subspaces of P(A). We define the dimension of P(A) to be the 
length of maximal chain of proper subspaces o that the points become one 
dimensional. However, the so-called projective dimension of P(A) is one less 
and the points are zero dimensional. The lattice isomorphism between the 
subgeometries of A and the subspaces of P(A) can be used to obtain a well- 
defined length of A equal to the dimension of P(A). Thus if A is of length n, 
then P(A) is of projective dimension n - 1. If n - 1 > 3 (or for n - 1 = 2, if 
P(A) is Desarguesian as projective plane), then it is well known that there 
exists a vector space V over a skewfield F (unique upto isomorphism) such 
that P(A) is isomorphic to the projective space P(v> of V. We show that 
given such an isomorphism u : P(v> -+ P(A) which is a geometry 
isomorphism, we can find a subgroup K of F* such that the orbit space V/K 
is isomorphic to A by an isomorphism I which induces u. This is, therefore, 
a generalization of the so-called fundamental theorem of projective geometry 
and the approach of the proof is that of [ 11. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose V is a vector spu?e over a skewfield F of 
dimension n > 3. Suppose A is an elementary Abelian geometry. Suppose 
u : P(V) + P(A) is an isomorphism of geometries. Then there exists a 
subgroup K of F” and an isomorphism v/ : V/K + A such that (~(5)) = u(g), 
17 E V/K and 17 E V/F*. 
The theorem will be proved in several steps. If v E V, we denote by 6 the 
corresponding element of P(V). 
Step 1. Suppose 0 # v E V, x E A with a(C) = (x). Let u E V such that 
u, v are linearly independent. Then there exists a unique y E A such that 
u(zi) = (y), u(U) = (t), where (x”, y, t) E A,. 
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Proof of Step 1. Since -u + u + (u - u)=O, we have (-t’, u. - -__ - 
u - u) E A, which implies (v, U, u - U) E A,,~~,~ * (a(+), u(U), a(v - u)) = 
((x#>, (s,), (4) E A,(,,. So by Lemma 2.1, (x”,y, t) E A, (y) = (sl) = a(E) 
and (sz) = (t) = a(u -u). For uniqueness, suppose also y, E A with 
u(~)=(y,),u(u-~)=(t,),(x”,y,,t,)EA.Then(x#,y,t),(x#,y,,t,)EA~ 
3sEA with (s,y’ly,y), (s,t,,t#)EA. So sE(y)n(t). But z?#tl-u, so u 
being bijective, (y) z (t), so s = 0 and hence y =y, and t = t, . 
Given U, u E I’, x E A as in step 1, let #cl,,X,(~) denote the unique element 
YEA with a@) = y. Then @C,,X,(~) =y 0 u(C) = (x), a(@ = (y), 
(x#, y, t) E A, u(Fii) = (t) + u u(C) = (y), u(U) = (x), (u”, x, t#) E A and 
u(U) = (t#) 0 ~(u,y,(u) =x. 
Step 2. Let U, 0, w be linearly independent in V. Then #CU,.V,(~) =y, 
4c,.&> = z =j &&Y,(W) = z* 
Proof. We have a(@ = (x), u(C) = (y), u(W) = (z), u(u) = (t,), 
u(iFF) = (tz), (x”, y, t,), (x#, z, f2) E A.,, . Now, (x”. I, t2)r (x”, y, t, ) E A * 
3s E A with (s, y#, z), (s, t,, t:) E A. We show U(U - w) = (s). Since U, U. w 
- ~ 
are independent, u - u # u - w, so U(U - v) = (ti) # (tz) = U(U - w). Since 
(U, u--, U-w”> E A, so (u(U), (t,), (t:‘)) E A. Also, 
__- 
(u - w, -U, ~5) E Aa (u(C-=E (y”), (2)) EA. Thus, u(U), (s) E 
(Y, z>n (t,, b>. B 
~ ~ 
u u, v, w are independent, so 5 6Z Sp(u - v. u - w, so t 
(y) @ (t,, t2). Thus (y, z) f (t,, tz) and so u(m) = (s) is the unique 
point of intersection. Thus u(C) = (y), a(@) = (z), u(U) = (s), 
(~“3 z, s) E A, so 4(&w) = z. 
Step 3. There exists a surjective map 4 : Vq A such that (4(v)) = u(C) 
and (u, 3 u,, u3) E A,. 2 Mu, I3 N43 ~0~)) E A., . 
Proof: Let e, , e,, e3 be linearly independent elements of V. Let x, E A 
such that a(@,) = (xi). Let $Ce,,X,)(ez) =x2, #Ce,,x,J(e3) = xj. We fix these 
elements. We note that (xi), (x,), ( x3 are distinct and ((x,), (x2), (x3)) &A. ) 
Define 4 : I’-+ A as follows. Let 4(O) = 0; for 0 # u E V, choose e, E 
{e,, e2, e3} such that U, ei are independent and let 4(u) = #cei,xi,(~). We show 
4 is well defined. Suppose ej # ei, ej, u are also independent. For 
convenience, let e, = e, an ej = e,. Suppose first that e,, e2, u are 
independent. Then, if q&,&) = x, then $Ce,,x,)(e2) =x2, #Ce,,x,,(~) = X, SO 
by step 2, 4 Ce2,X,,(~> = x = #Ce,,x,,(~). In case {e,, e,, u} are dependent, then 
clearly {e,, e3, U) are independent, so #(zl,XJu) =x. Also {e3, e,, U) are 
independent, so #C,,,,,,(~) = (Ce,,x,)(~) = x = gCe+,)(~). Thus ( is well defined. 
We note that (d(u)) = U(E). 
We now show (u, , u2, u3) E A, * (#(u,), g(u,), #(u3)) E A,. We first show 
that ($(u), d(v), #(u + u)#) E A for u, u E K 
Case 1. u, u are independent. There exist ei E (e,, e,, e3} such that 
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(u, u, e,} are independent, say ei = e,. Now, (e, - u - V, - e 
A vIF* 3 (de, - u - u), u(e, - u), u(F)) = ((qq - - )) ( & “““)T 
Q(u))) E A. Similarly, ((#(e, - u - u)), (#(e, -ei)), “Q(E))\ E A. eht Ub; 
definition of $(a), 4(u), (xf, $(u), t,), (xr, t,, o(u)) E A, where (t,) = 
@(e, - u)) and (tz) = (#(e, - v)), so 3t EA with (t, tf, q+(u)), 
(4 O(u), 6) E A. So (0, Me, - u - u)) are both contained in (tz, 4(u)) n 
(tl, 4(u)). But (f2, 4(u)) f (tl, $(u>), since (fJ ~6 (tl, g(u)). So (t> = 
Me, - u - u)). Again, (U, -U, -V) E A * ((@(u + u)), (4(-u)), 
(4(-u))) E A. But (t?, 4(u), t), (t;“, 4(u)“, xi) E A 3 3s E A with 
(s, 4(u), g(u)), (s, x1, t#) EA. So (s), (#(u + u)) are both contained in 
(k xl> n Wh 0)) and 0, xl> z (d(u), 4(u)), so (s) = Mu + ~1). Thus, 
Mu + VI) = 4m-> = (s), ( xT,s”,t)EA and u(e,-u-u)=(t), so by 
definition Qcel,x,)(~ + u) = s”, i.e., #(u + u) = s# Hence (s, #(a), #(u)) = 
Mu + VI”, 4(u), 4(u)> EA. 
Case 2. Now suppose U, u are dependent. Clearly, if u = 0 or u = 0. So 
let u # 0, u # 0. Let w E V with U, w independent, so also U, w are 
independent. Let e, E {e, e,, e,}, say e, = e, , such that {u, w, e, } and also 
{u, w, e,} are independent. Then by Case 1, (d(u), Q(w), $(a + w)#), (4(u), 
4(w), #(u + w)“) E A. If u + u # 0, {U + u, w, e, } are linearly independent, so 
($(a + u), 4(w), @(u + u + w)) EA. This is clearly true if u + u = 0. Also, 
{u + w, u, e,} independent, so ($(u + w), (b(u), #(u + u + w)#) E A. Thus 
Mu + u + WY, 4(u), #(u + WI>, (4(w), 4(u), $(u + WY?, (#(u + u + WY+‘, 
4(w), #(u + u)) E A, so by Lemma 1.1, 3, t E A with (s, 4(u), g(u)), 
(t, $(u + w), #(u + w)#), (s, f, #(u + u)) EA. Suppose t # 0. Then (t) = 
($(u f w)). If u + u = 0, then s = P‘, so (s) = (t) = @(u + w)). But (s) = 
Mu>) = Mu>), so ($0)) = Mu + w>)v i.e., u(U) = u(iGQG), contradiction, 
since iif U. So u + u # 0. Then u, u being dependent, U= ii = u + 0, so 
6, t, #(u + u)) E A, (s) = (d(u)) = (4(u + u)), so (t) = (s), i.e., (4(u)) = 
(#(u + w)), contradiction. Hence t = 0 and s = $(u + u)“. Thus @(u + u)#, 
4(u), #(u>)EA. NOW, if (u,,u 2, u,)EA,, then uj = -(u, + u,) so (q&4,>, 
Q(u,), #(u, + ud#) = Mu,), O(u,>, $04) EA. 
Finally we show Q is surjective. Let 0 # x EA. Let xi E {x,, x2, x3) such 
that (x) # (xi). Let s E A with (xi, x, s) E A. 36 E P(V) with u(U) = (x) = 
Q(u)) with ei, u independent. So ((xi), (x), (s)) E A => (u-‘((xi)), u-‘((x)), 
U-‘((s)))= (pi, ~, ~) E A, where u(G) = (s). So 3a,, a2 E F* with 
(et, al u, 012 W) E A. SO (#(eJ, #(aI u>, #(azw>> E A, i.e., (Xi, #(a, u>, 
#(a2 w)) E A. Hence, (xi, x, s), (xi, $(a, u), #(a, w) E A 3 3y E A with 
(A 4(a, u)“, x), (Y, Q(a,w), s”) E A. @(a2w)) = G(w)) = (s>, so if Y f 0, 
(y) = (s). But ah0 ($(Cfi U)) = (X), SO (X) = (v) = (S), SO (Xi) = (S) = (X), 
contradiction. So y = 0 and #(al u) = x. Hence d is surjective. 
Step 4. There exists a subgroup K of F* such that 4(u) = 4(u) if and 
only if u = ku for some k E K. 
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Proof. For u E V, u # 0, 4(u) = #(v) =x (T(U) = a(6) + U = 6 3 u = UC 
for some a E F*. SO let K, = {a E F* : 4(u) = @(au)}. We claim that 
K,=K, Vu, v E V*. First suppose U, u are independent. Let k E K,!. 
Then (u, v, -(u + v)) E A 3 (4(u), 4(v), #(u + v)“) EA. Also, (ku, kv, 
-0 + ~1) E A * Mku), #(ku), 4(-k@ + u)) = (4(u), #(kv), $(ku + ku)#) 
EA. But (4(v)) = (#(kv)), (4(u + u)#) = (#(ku + kv)#) and Q(v)) f 
(d(u + v)#), so by uniqueness of Lemma 2.1, Q(kv) = 4(v), Q(ku + kv)” = 
#(u + v)#. Hence k E K,,, k E Ku+,. . By symmetry, K, = K,.. If U. t: are 
dependent, we choose w with u, w and so also U, w independent and get 
K,=K,=K,. 
SoletK={kEF*:#(ku)=~( )f u or u E V*}. We show K is a subgroup 
of F*. Let k,, k, E K. Then, #(k, k, v) = $(k,(k, v)) = #(k,v) = 4(v), so 
k, k, E K. Let k E K. Let (kv, u, w) E A, U, w independent. Then (#(kv), +5(u), 
4(w)) = (g(v), 4(u), 4(w)) E A. Also, (a, k- ‘u, k-‘w) E A - (4(v), 4(k- ‘u), 
9W’w)) E A. But Mu>) = (#W’u)), ((WI) = (4(kp’w)) and ($(u>) # 
(4(w)), so by Lemma 2.1,$(u) = qh(k-‘u), so k-’ E K. Thus K is a subgroup 
of F*. 
Now we form the orbit geometry V/K. For v E V, we denote by d the 
element which corresponds to u in V/K. 
Step 5. The map in/ : V/K +A by ~(6) = d(v) is an isomorphism of 
geometries. 
Proof. For v’,, d, E V/K, ~7, = d, o v, = kv, , for some k E K o $(v, ) = 
4(v*> - v(4) = V(4). so w is well defined and is injective. Also, since d is 
surjective, v/ is also. If (6,) fi2, ~7~) E AvlK, then (v,, k, v2, k,v,) E A,. for 
SOme k,, k E K and so Mv,), 4(k,v,), 4(k2v3)) E A 3 (v(fi,), u/(V;), 
~(6~)) EA. It remains to show that if (xi x2,x,) = (v(C,), v(G), 
r&u’,)) E A,, then (w-‘(x,), i+~-‘(x,), I,-‘(x,)) = (u’, , &, zij) E A. The check 
is easy if ui = 0 for some i. So let ui # 0 for i = 1, 2, 3. We have (d(u,), 
#(u,), d(u3))E A, so (o(zZi), a(&), u(&)) E A which implies 
(u,,au,,,8u,)EA, for a,/?EF*. Hence @(u,>, ~(a~,), Q(Bu,)) E A. If 
(Q)(4) f W,)), h t en since @@d) = Ma4 and Mud) = @V%)) we 
get by Lemma 2.1 that $(a~+) = #(u,) and ((/?u,) = @(Us) giving a, /I E K and 
so (C, , G,, fi,) = (~7, , U;, 21;) E A. So suppose (#(u,)) = (d(u,)), so (x2) = 
El;:;,). p y E A with (y) # (xi); 3s E A with (xx, y, s) E A. Then, 
s . ow (--G,Y,s), (x,,x,,x,EA*3EA with (t, XT, Y 1, 
(t, x,, s”) E A. Since (x3) # (y), we get (y-‘(t), UT, am’) EA. Similarly 
since (s) # (x2) = (x,), we get (v-‘(t), C,, v-‘(s)“) E A. So 3u’E V/K with 
(z& u’r, u’f), (1?, V-‘(S)“, v-‘(y)“) E A. This shows ri, = 8, = ti+ 0, hence 
u=auz. Thus, (au2, w-‘(s)“, v-‘(y)“) E A * (w(az&), s”,y”) E A and so 
(Y, s, w(&)“) E A. But also (y, s, x2) E A, where (x1) = (#(au*)) = 
(vGWx)~ and (s) f (x2>, so by Lemma 2.1, we get v(au,)# = x2 = v(U;). 
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Hence ~7 = Z, = L Thus (tl, ~7, ~7) = (zi;, 67, Cr) E A =s (ii,, I,, c3) E A. 
This completes the proof that r,u : V/K -+ A is an isomorphism of geometries. 
From Theorem 2.1 and the discussion before it, we have proved 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be an elementary Abelian geometry of length n, 
n 2 4. Then there exists an Abelian group V and a group K of 
automorphisms of V such that the geometry A is isomorphic to the geometry 
of orbit space V/K. 
In fact, V is a vector space over a skewfield F (determined uniquely up to 
isomorphism) and K is a subgroup of F*, the multiplicative group of 
nonzero elements of F. 
If the length n of A is equal to 3, then P(A) gives a plane which may be 
non-Desarguesian. We may invoke a Desarguesian type of condition on A so 
as to give P(A) a Desarguesian plane. 
DEFINITION. We call a geometry (not necessarily Abelian) a D-geometry 
if (xO,x,.xz), (x,,,yI,yz), (x,, z,, zz)Ed, imply 3s. t, u E A such that 
(s,Y:?x,), (%Y*,Xf), (t~4~YJ~ (t~z,~Y:)~ (U~X~~Zd, @,xz,z2#), 
(u, t, s> E A,. 
It can be easily checked that every sharp geometry (i.e., a group) is a D- 
geometry and that if A is an elementary Abelian D-geometry, then P(A) is 
also D-geometry (i.e., a Desarguesian projective space .). In particular, the 
projective space P(v) of a vector space V is Desarguesian, which is a well- 
known fact. 
We, therefore, obtain as above 
THEOREM 2.3. If A is an elementary Abelian D-geometry of length not 
less than three, then A is isomorphic to a geometry of orbits V/K, where V is 
an Abelian group and K is a group of automorphism of V. 
Remark 1. If V is a vector space over a skew field F and K is any 
subgroup of F”, then V/K is an Abelian geometry which may not be 
elementary. Therefore, such V/K cannot be obtained as a representation of 
an abstract geometry by using the above theorems. However, if K is normal 
in F*, then F/K can be given a “geometric skewfield” structure which acts 
on V/K to give certain “geometric module” structure on V/K. This concept 
of a geometric module is abstracted and it can be shown that certain abstract 
geometric modules can be represented as V/K, where K is a normal 
subgroup of F*. However, this is too long to be included in this paper. 
Remark 2. Given any geometry A, it, of course, cannot be expected to 
be represented as an orbit space of a group. The example of a projective line 
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suggests that the length condition on a geometry is necessary in some form. 
Also, since an orbit space of a group must be a D-geometry, so being a D- 
geometry is also necessary. Therefore the conditions which can be relaxed 
are those of being Abelian and elementary. In particular, what conditions 
would give all V/K as mentioned above? 
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